Introduction
Escherichia coli is a model organism for studies of the biophysics, mechanics, and behavior of the movement of bacterial cells in bulk fluids. 1 This rod-shaped bacterium (B2 mm long, 800 nm wide) uses multiple flagella oriented axially along the cell body to propel cells through bulk liquids at low Reynolds number at a velocity that approaches 20-30 mm s
À1
. 2, 3 The counterclockwise rotation of the flagella (as viewed from behind the cell) bundles these filaments, performs work on the surrounding fluid, and pushes the cell forward in a direction parallel to its long axis. The clockwise motion of flagella alters the structure of the bundle, reduces the linear velocity of cells, and causes them to 'tumble'. Bacteria however are typically not solitary organisms and in their native ecological habitats they form large, dense communities of cells in contact with or in close proximity to surfaces. 4 The resulting cells may be physiologically and morphologically different from the same strains of cells grown in liquid culture in the lab. For example, in close contact with surfaces, many genera of motile bacteria use a mechanism referred to as 'swarming' to access new sources of nutrients, to increase the size of the community, and to colonize niches. 5, 6 The phenotype is evident when E. coli K12 strains are grown on low-percentage Eiken agar gels-the surface triggers their differentiation into swarmer cells, their movement through a thin layer of fluid on the polymer surface, and the formation of unique cellular patterns. 7 Some bacteria, such as Proteus mirabilis, form swarming communities in which the coordination of swarmer cell behavior has been hypothesized to facilitate infections. 8, 9 Swarming colonies of different bacterial genera share several common dynamic characteristics: (1) the alignment of adjacent cells and their coordinated movement in multicellular rafts; (2) the low curvature of their trajectories; (3) the low frequency of cell tumbles; (4) the formation of dynamic, circular vortices of cells; and (5) the cooperative motility of cells across surfaces. 5, 6 Many of the physical forces and interactions that shape the collective motion in these communities have not been identified and characterized, in part because of limitations of available experimental techniques. Consequently, much of what we understand about this area of microbiology comes from theory, simulations, and models. New experimental systems are needed.
In this article, we study the coordination of vegetative E. coli cells swimming in thin layers of fluid that are structured to resemble the region at the periphery of swarming bacterial colonies (o1 cm from the advancing edge). This region of a swarming colony consists of a monolayer of motile E. coli cells that assemble into transient, dynamic rafts (Fig. 1) . [10] [11] [12] Two approaches have been described previously to study the dynamics of cells in similar physical regimes: (1) Sokolov et al. developed a mechanical system for drawing out thin films of fluid containing suspensions of bacteria; 13 and (2) Wu and Libchaber studied bacteria in thin films of soap. 14 We complement these studies by introducing an approach for studying interactions between planktonic and swarmer cells that is widely available to experimentalists and theorists, provides a stable environment for cell studies, and enables the user to control the height of fluid to recapitulate different regions within a swarming community of bacteria. 15 We used a bottom-up approach by designing a microfluidic system in the optically transparent elastomer, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) that confines motile E. coli cells in layers of fluid that were 1.7-5.0 mm tall. In addition to mimicking the height of the swarm at the edge of a colony, these channels position cells within approximately one imaging focal plane and enable us to quantitatively study the movement of cells at interfaces and interactions between cells using optical microscopy. We manipulated vegetative E. coli cells to reproduce two of the most characteristic physical features of E. coli swarmer cells: cell length and tumble frequency (Fig. 2) . By inhibiting cell division using the antibiotic cephalexin, we created E. coli cells with a length (mean length, 6.0 mm) that matched swarmer cells (mean length, 5.2 mm). 7, 16 To reproduce the low tumble frequency of E. coli swarmer cells, we used strain HCB437, in which the deletion of the chemosensory system yields smoothswimming cells that do not tumble. 17 This approach enabled us to avoid complications associated with growing and harvesting E. coli swarmer cells from plates and suspending them in fluids for motility studies. Using planktonic cells, we demonstrate that characteristic features of the motility and dynamics of swarmer cells at the edge of a colony can be captured in a suspension of elongated smooth-swimming E. coli cells confined in microfluidic environments.
Results and discussion
Design of the microfluidic device and experimental conditions
We grew cells of E. coli HCB437 overnight at 37 1C in lysogeny broth (LB), consisting of: 1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, and 0.5% NaCl. We diluted the saturated culture 1 : 100 into 5 mL of tryptone broth (TB, Difco) and grew cells at 33 1C to an absorbance of 0.6 (l = 600 nm), which indicated cells were at the mid-exponential phase of cell growth. As needed, we elongated E. coli cells by adding cephalexin (60 mg mL À1 )
to the cell culture at mid-exponential phase. The mean cell length was 6.0 mm after shaking the culture at 200 rpm for 20 min. We centrifuged cells at 4000 rpm for 5 min at 25 1C, and gently resuspended the cell pellet in motility buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM glucose, pH 7.0); we repeated this step twice. We imaged cells suspended in fluids in PDMS microfluidic channels created using soft lithography. 18 Briefly, we used a Heidelberg mask writer to produce a mask for photolithography that consisted of a glass slide containing a pattern of chrome features that defined the microfluidic channels. We transferred the pattern from the photomask to a layer of photoresist using standard photolithography techniques. We spin-coated SU-8 photoresist 2002 or 2005 (Microchem) on a silicon wafer (Silicon Sense) at various angular velocities to create photoresist structures with a height that was 1.7-5 mm.
Setting the angular velocity of the spin-coater enabled us to control the height of the photoresist layer, which defined the height of the microfluidic channels. We illuminated the photoresist with UV light through the mask to cross-link specific regions of the polymer and dissolved the unexposed photoresist in the remaining areas using a solvent; the height of the photoresist features were measured using a profilometer (Tencor Instruments Alpha
Step 200). We cast PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning; 10 : 1 ratio of base : curing agent) on the master, cured it thermally, and peeled it away to reveal a layer of PDMS containing embossed microfluidic channels with defined height. We treated the PDMS layer with an oxygen plasma and bonded it to a glass coverslip coated with a thin layer of PDMS that had been oxidized in an oxygen plasma (Fig. 3) . After bonding, we immediately filled the microfluidic channels with a solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA; 1% in PBS buffer) to decrease the adherence of cells to the surfaces of the channel. Before performing experiments, we replaced the BSA solution with motility buffer. We loaded a small volume of the suspension of elongated E. coli HCB437 cells into the PDMS device. We imaged bacteria using the 20Â objective of a phase contrast microscope (Nikon Axioskop) equipped with a digital camera (Marshall Electronics MTV-1802CA) and analyzed cell trajectories using ImageJ. 19 We configured several parameters of the device to ensure that the system was consistent with the physical constraints present during swarming. First, to mimic the thin layer of fluid near the edge of a swarming colony-where the liquid is 1-5 mm tall-we created PDMS microfluidic channels with a height that constrained cell motion in a thin layer of fluid (1.7-5.0 mm). 20 We set the width of the channel at 200 mm to fit within the field of view of a 20Â microscope objective.
Swarming cells move between agar-fluid and fluid-air interfaces. The interface of agar and fluid presents a no-slip surface. Air-fluid interfaces are typically slip surfaces and are not easily mimicked by the physical boundaries presented by materials, such as polymers. 21 Zhang et al. demonstrated recently that the upper surface of an E. coli swarming colony is stationary and thus can be considered a no-slip boundary. 22 To mimic swarmer cells between no-slip surfaces, we confined motile E. coli cells in a thin layer of liquid between two PDMS surfaces. One complication of using channels, however is that motile vegetative and swarmer E. coli cells have a tendency to move close to surfaces, [23] [24] [25] including along lateral walls in microfluidic systems, which changes the local concentration of cells over time. 26 To avoid concentrating bacterial cells at the channel walls, we created serrated walls that projected cells toward the center of the channel by altering their trajectory (Fig. 4) . We designed serrated projections with an angle, a which directed cells toward the center of the channel (a o 1201) and avoided trapping bacteria in the features (a > 801).
Behavior of a single swimming E. coli cell in the microfluidic device
The behavior of swimming E. coli cells changed dramatically depending on the height of the channels. In the tallest channels we studied (height > 3 mm), the majority of cells moved in circular trajectories (Fig. 5A) . The circular motion of bacterial cells at interfaces is well characterized. [27] [28] [29] The counterclockwise rotation of flagella-as viewed from behind the cell-bundles the filaments and the torque created by this structure is balanced by the counter-rotation of the cell body at B25 Hz. 30 The rotation of the bundle and the opposite rotation of the cell body produce a characteristic circular motion in close proximity to surfaces (B100 nm) (Fig. 5D) . 31 The residence time of a cell swimming smoothly (i.e., not tumbling) near a surface is relatively long (B60 s), 32 and is principally due to hydrodynamic forces between cells and surfaces, which creates a potential well (Fig. 5G ). E. coli cells with length o2 mm moved in both circular and figure eight-like trajectories in channels with a height o3 mm (Fig. 5B) . We deconstructed the motion of cells into three steps (Fig. 5E). (1) Cells moved in circular trajectories near surfaces and became trapped in a potential energy well. (2) Rotational diffusion enabled cells to cross the energy barrier (Fig. 5H) and contact the other surface where they became trapped in another potential energy well. (3) Upon contacting the other surface, cells moved in circular trajectories in which the direction of motion remained clockwise in relation to the surface. This hypothesis was confirmed by our observation that cells leaving Fig. 3 Picture of the microfluidic device. The device consists of two layers: a layer of PDMS containing the channels bonded to a glass slide covered with PDMS. The length of one channel is 1 cm and the channels were filled with blue dye to make them easy to visualize. Fig. 4 Design of the PDMS microfluidic device. The serrated projections prevent the concentration of motile cells near the side walls. The characteristic dimensions of channels are defined using photolithography (here, channel length = 1 cm, channel width = 200 mm, and channel height = 2.5 mm). A typical trajectory of an E. coli cell swimming in close proximity to the wall is shown. Cells appear as black rods in the background (image acquired using phase contrast microscopy).
the first surface and contacting the second surface moved out of the focal plane of the microscope (see ESI † movies). The frequency at which cells performed loops depended on the distance between the two surfaces: for 3 mm long cells, the frequency of the loops increased from 0.02 s À1 (channel height, 3 mm) to 0.15 s À1 (channel height, 1.9 mm).
When the height of the channels was o2.5 mm and E. coli cells were >3 mm long, the cells moved in a linear trajectory (Fig. 5C ). This phenomenon has been mentioned in passing for tumbling bacterial cells. 33 This phenotype can be explained by the merging of the potential energy wells for the cell at each surface to create a global energy minimum positioned half way along the z-axis of the channel (Fig. 5I ). Berg and coworkers hypothesized that the characteristically low-curvature trajectories of swarmer cells in close contact to surfaces could be due to the frequent collision of cells with the surface or by cells moving in liquids surrounded by no-slip surfaces. 22 Our observations are in agreement with the second hypothesis, and provide a value for the maximum height of fluid in which linear cell trajectories are possible.
From pairwise interaction to the behavior of a dense colony of motile E. coli cells During swarming, E. coli perform four different types of maneuvers: (1) cells at the very edge of a swarm stall due to the lack of fluid surrounding them; (2) cells move in characteristically straight trajectories; (3) cells may move laterally if they collide with adjacent cells; 11, 12 and (4) cells reverse abruptly as the motors that actuate the flagella change direction. 11 We recapitulated several of these characteristic features of swarms in the microfluidic device using elongated E. coli HCB437 cells.
As the microfluidic channels were taller than the diameter of E. coli cells and filled with motility buffer, we were unable to observe cells stall in the device; however, we recapitulated the other three characteristic features. Isolated E. coli cells moved through fluid in the device with linear trajectories. When the trajectory of a cell overlapped with another cell, the collision was inelastic and the cells frequently aligned. 34 After colliding, the cells moved together through the fluid in a pair-wise interaction. We observed that the cells eventually separated from each other due principally to the difference in speed between cells (B80% of the interactions, n = 100) or due to rotational diffusion (B20% of the interactions, n = 100). Pair-wise interactions between E. coli cells can be considered a minimal cell raft. This phenotype is only possible in a two-dimensional geometry as near-field interactions in three-dimensional fluids inhibit the parallel motion of pairs of cells and produce twisted cell trajectories. 35 We observed reversals in the motion of elongated E. coli HCB437 cells, however they occurred infrequently compared to reports of reversals during swarming. 10 This observation was not surprising as this maneuver requires that flagella motors switch between counter-clockwise and clockwise motions, and E. coli strain HCB437 is unable to reverse the direction of its motors due to the deletion of the principal genes responsible for chemotaxis. 17 Reversals only occurred in our system when cells collided forcefully with other cells, the cell body was jammed into the bundle of flagella, and the polarity of the cell was reversed. 36 In a dilute suspension of cells (B10 À3 cells per mm 2 ), we primarily observed rafts consisting of two cells interacting through pair-wise interactions. As we increased the density of bacteria inside the channel to >10 À3 cells per mm 2 , we observed a progressive increase in the size of the cell rafts. At a cell density approaching the density of cells in a swarming colony (B5 Â 10 À2 cells per mm 2 ), 10 we observed the formation of large rafts of cells that traveled through the channel cohesively and in a linear trajectory (see ESI † movies). The collision of cells with the raft increased the size of the raft. Cells moving at a velocity that differed from the mean velocity of cells in the raft separated and moved away. We observed that the number of cells present in rafts in our device (B10) was smaller than the number of cells in rafts in a swarming colony (B30), presumably because of the influence of the walls: rafts of E. coli cells that collided with walls fragmented into smaller rafts. Elongated E. coli HCB437 cells displayed behaviors that were similar to swarming E. coli cells moving across an agar surface. Yet in our system short-range hydrodynamic interactions are dampened due to the boundaries (i.e., BSA-coated PDMS surfaces). 9, 32 Our observations are in agreement with the hypothesis that steric interactions have a profound effect on swarming. Collisions are a determinant parameter for explaining the organization of a swarm at the periphery of the colony, and the devices described in this manuscript open the door for understanding the mechanisms that coordinate multicellular behavior in dynamic bacterial communities.
Conclusions
In summary, we designed a microfluidic device which confines E. coli cells in a quasi two-dimensional layer of motility buffer.
In such environment, a colony of elongated E. coli smooth swimming cells reproduces several of the salient characteristics of the complex behavior of E. coli swarmer cells at the edge of a colony. Using a bottom-up approach, we demonstrated that the linear trajectories of swarmer cells are influenced by the interactions with each single cell and the two non-slip surfaces surrounding it (the agar-fluid and the fluid-air interfaces). This particular motion is due to the height of the layer of fluid in which cells evolve. In 'tall' layers of fluid, single cells exhibit circular or figure eight-like trajectories. We observed several other features of swarmer cell behavior in this device, including: cell reversals and formation and dynamics of cell rafts. We demonstrated that the formation of rafts of cells is caused by frequent inelastic collision between cells, which induce the alignment of cells. In the device, the disassembly of rafts is due to differences in speed between cells and collisions between cells and the lateral walls. We envision that this device will be useful for the identification and characterization of key parameters and mechanisms underlying the complex behavior observed during bacterial swarming.
